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I. Introduction

Every year in the United States, more than 650,000 people are released from prison and nine million more return to their communities from jail. The perpetual punishment of incarceration lasts long after one returns home, however. Nationwide, there are more than 44,000 policies and laws—collateral consequences of conviction—that make it incredibly difficult for an individual to rebuild their life and reenter their community. Due to systemic racism, people of color are disproportionately represented in all stages of the criminal legal system, with the rate of incarceration among Black Americans amounting to almost five times that of White Americans. Incarceration is a social determinant of health, exacerbating individual and population health disparities.

Individuals returning from incarceration have more healthcare needs than the general population but face numerous barriers to receiving care. Specially trained community members with lived experience of incarceration, serving in the role of community health worker (CHW), are uniquely effective at engaging returning community members in health services. Despite evidence that employment of these healthcare workers leads to better patient outcomes, individuals with histories of incarceration encounter significant barriers to becoming employed as CHWs within health systems. Barriers exist along the entire continuum, including at the entry points for education, training, certification, and hiring. While laws vary from state to state, there are commonalities in the policies blocking individuals with criminal convictions from participating in the healthcare workforce. A consequence of these policies, although often framed as protecting vulnerable patients, is that the particularly vulnerable reentry patient population is denied the optimal care that CHWs with shared lived experience of incarceration can provide.

The CHW position, while not traditionally associated with primary health care systems, is associated with cost savings and better care for certain complex populations. Increased interest in and movement towards employing CHWs in health care systems renders issues related to CHW staffing particularly relevant. This brief does not reflect an exhaustive survey of all potentially relevant laws in all 50 states, nor does it examine all possible employment barriers hindering individuals with any record of criminal legal system involvement. Rather, this brief introduces examples of key legal barriers that may be encountered by individuals with incarceration histories who are seeking employment as CHWs. In highlighting these barriers and suggesting opportunities for policymakers and health systems to reduce them, we hope to inspire progress towards health and hiring equity concurrently, at a time when our nation has both a dire shortage of healthcare workers and the number of Americans with criminal records nearly equals the number with college degrees.
KEY TERMS:

**Community health worker (CHW):** A trained, non-clinical frontline health worker who provides patient-facing services, addresses social needs, facilitates healthcare access and patient engagement, and supports team-based care. CHWs may also advocate and organize for policy changes designed to improve social determinants of health. CHWs are most effective when they share backgrounds and life experiences with the communities they serve.14

**Conviction:** An outcome in the criminal legal system where an individual is found guilty of a charged offense.15 In 90-95% of cases in the U.S., individuals agree to plead guilty and be convicted in return for concessions from the prosecuting attorney rather than go to a jury trial.16

**Criminal legal system:** The system of policing, prosecution, adjudication, sentencing, and corrections in the United States.17 We choose to use this term rather than the term “criminal justice system,” as the latter term has been scrutinized with increased awareness that this biased system does not deliver justice for everyone.18

**Criminal record:** A record of an individual’s arrests, indictments, convictions, and criminal legal system dispositions.19 It is possible for someone to have a criminal record without having a criminal conviction.

**In-reach services:** Services to connect someone who is incarcerated to community-based healthcare providers and social support prior to their release, aiming to reduce gaps in care during the reentry process.

**Returning community member:** A person who is reentering their community following a period of incarceration in jail or prison.

**Social determinants of health (SDOH):** The environmental, social, economic, legal, structural, and other “non-medical factors” that impact individual and community health and well-being.20 The carceral system is a social determinant of health with wide-reaching health impacts on individuals and communities.21 22

**A note on terminology:** Using pejorative or prejudicial language to describe individuals who have been incarcerated increases stigma23, and the use of crime-first language has been found to increase perceived recidivism risk for individuals previously convicted of violent-classified crimes.24 In the healthcare setting, studies indicate that stigmatizing language about patients can influence quality of care25 and prevent people with behavioral health conditions from seeking treatment.26 Throughout this brief, we use person-first language to honor the dignity of the human beings being discussed.
II. The Need

People who are incarcerated have higher rates of chronic conditions, including higher medical, mental health, and substance use disorder treatment needs than the general population. Rather than improving during the reentry period, health conditions tend to worsen upon release and returning community members experience more emergency department visits and hospitalizations than the general population. A study of individuals released from the Washington State Department of Corrections found that during the first two weeks post-release, the risk of death among returning community members was twelve times that of other state residents. Drug overdose was the leading cause of death among formerly incarcerated individuals, followed by cardiovascular disease, homicide, and suicide. Individuals released from incarceration often return to under-resourced communities that lack sufficient health and reentry support to meet their complex needs. Health challenges impede employability, preventing financial gain and housing stability and increasing the risk of recidivism.

Communities that have been disproportionately affected by mass incarceration are poor and communities of color that experience healthcare inequities and racial health disparities. In addition to barriers to care, such as lack of insurance coverage, individuals who have been incarcerated are less likely to get appointments in primary care clinics and more likely to experience stigma and discrimination in healthcare systems, potentially resulting in a mistrust of the healthcare system and those working in it. CHWs with lived experience of incarceration are uniquely qualified to engage and support patients returning from incarceration. For health equity at the individual and population levels, it is critical to connect returning community members with programs that provide enhanced services and culturally appropriate, patient-centered care.

III. Transitions Clinic Network Model

Transitions Clinic Network (TCN) is a national organization dedicated to transforming the healthcare system to improve health equity and better meet the complex health and social needs of individuals returning from incarceration. TCN partners with existing primary care programs to implement the TCN model of enhanced primary care for returning community members. Central to the model are CHWs with lived experience of incarceration.

TCN CHWs are embedded into primary health systems to support patients and serve as liaisons to primary care services. The shared history of incarceration helps build a trusting, engaging relationship between patients and CHWs, leading to better health outcomes for patients. CHWs effectively get patients in the door to medical appointments and ensure their needs are holistically met by connecting them to wraparound services such as housing, employment, and transportation. When permitted by prisons and jails, TCN CHWs begin engaging with patients prior to release by performing in-reach to build rapport and strengthen care continuity between the carceral and community health systems.
“They ran a background check on me, and I couldn’t work even warehouse jobs. When I interviewed for this position, it wasn’t a factor about my criminal history. My past was my past; I fit right in.”

-Ron, CHW

In addition to hiring and training CHWs, TCN trains and supports health systems’ clinicians and staff to effectively collaborate with and utilize CHWs as integral members of the care team. Furthermore, the TCN model addresses a critical employment issue by providing individuals who have been incarcerated opportunities to work in healthcare, a field they have traditionally been excluded from despite a national shortage of healthcare workers. TCN prioritizes hiring CHWs with significant incarceration histories who often have larger obstacles to employment due to felony conviction, as well as a deeper understanding of the impacts of the carceral system on health. This model helps promote the representation of Black and Brown people in healthcare positions and strengthens under-resourced communities in need of healthcare workers.

Since 2006, when the model was developed in partnership with impacted community members, TCN has trained over 48 primary care systems to provide culturally appropriate services to people coming home from incarceration. TCN’s network has served over 20,000 returning community members. This evidence-based care model is predicated on health systems hiring CHWs with incarceration histories. It is essential that barriers to training, certifying, and hiring this workforce be prevented and thoughtfully eliminated for the benefit of a highly complex patient population in need of specialized healthcare services and support.

“Don’t judge what you see on paper. Don’t let the black and white be your decision. We need a chance. We need to be heard and we need to be able to help.”

-Charlezetta, CHW

Studies of the TCN model have found:
- Increased engagement in medical care.\textsuperscript{36}
- 51% reduction in emergency room utilization.\textsuperscript{37}
- Reduced quantity and duration of hospitalizations.\textsuperscript{38}
- Reduced technical violations of parole and probation.\textsuperscript{39}
- Reduced incarceration days.\textsuperscript{40}
- Lower criminal legal system costs.\textsuperscript{41}

“I felt relaxed. I knew that I was able to bring something to the table that some other employer might find not beneficial and not an asset, but this position did. I believe it’s a confidence builder. It’s a self-esteem builder. I’ve received so many things from having this position as a community health worker.”

-MaDonna, CHW
IV. Barriers: Legal Obstacles to Employing CHWs with Conviction Histories

Across the U.S, state laws and policies differ with respect to hiring people with criminal records to work in the healthcare field, posing unique challenges to people who have been incarcerated and are seeking CHW employment. In this section, we discuss two key legal obstacles that may impede employment of CHWs with incarceration histories: CHW certification processes that exclude people with criminal records, and blanket restrictions on hiring healthcare workers with criminal records.

A. Certification and Training Barriers

CHW certification is becoming more common across the U.S. and can affect CHWs and their clients in both positive and negative ways. While certification is generally voluntary for CHWs, at least one state requires certification for CHWs to receive payment from the state Medicaid program and another requires certification to receive any payment at all. Overall, certification can offer several benefits to CHWs generally, such as recognition and respect as healthcare professionals, improved compensation and working conditions, increased job security and employability, and stronger integration into the healthcare system. These benefits can help propel creation of dedicated funding streams for CHW roles and legitimize CHWs in the healthcare field.

Certification can also pose barriers to CHWs, particularly those with incarceration histories. For example, certification processes which require background checks may ultimately exclude prospective CHWs from obtaining certification based on their criminal record, notwithstanding the importance of their lived experience to serving similarly situated clients. Furthermore, formalized training programs may pose financial, educational, or language barriers for prospective CHWs who lack financial resources, don’t meet educational requirements, or whose primary language is not...
English. These barriers are particularly relevant for people with incarceration histories because they generally earn significantly less than the general population and are twice as likely to lack high school credentials. Finally, clients who distrust the healthcare system due to negative healthcare experiences and discrimination associated with incarceration may have difficulty trusting CHWs certified by those same systems.

The following examples demonstrate specific ways in which CHW certification programs may prevent CHWs with incarceration histories from engaging in the profession.

According to the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials, as of June 2022, thirteen states operated CHW certification programs, at least eight states had privately operated certification programs, and twenty-one states and Washington, D.C., were considering or were in the process of developing statewide CHW certification requirements and programming. States have varied in their approaches to standardizing the CHW certification process, with some using legislation to formalize CHW roles and others using informal coalitions or taskforces to standardize CHW training programs and certification requirements.

**Example: New Mexico**
Pursuant to New Mexico’s Community Health Workers Act passed in 2014, the state health department has established a voluntary certification program for CHWs. Only certified CHWs may use the title “certified community health worker,” potentially improving their employability relative to non-certified CHWs. To obtain a certificate, CHWs must demonstrate competency to provide CHW services through training, experience, or completion of an approved training program, and they must complete a background check. CHW certification applicants with conviction histories are automatically reviewed by the certification review committee and can be denied certification based on a felony conviction that “bears upon the applicant’s fitness to provide services.”

**Example: Minnesota**
In Minnesota, CHWs must be certified through the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System for their services to be reimbursed by Medicaid. To complete the state certification program, students must complete an internship often at a state-licensed facility subject to the human services background study law which prevents many individuals who have been incarcerated from working in health-related direct client services. Because of the background study law, many internship sites are prohibited from hiring individuals with certain convictions for positions involving direct client contact. Presumably for this reason, the university training program requires students to pass a criminal background check to be placed for an internship. By preventing individuals with incarceration histories from completing the required training program, these Minnesota laws exclude individuals with conviction records from becoming eligible for certification (and, as a result, for Medicaid reimbursement), likely decreasing their employability as CHWs.
Summary: Certification can be a powerful tool to promote sustainable funding streams for CHW roles, provide a path to CHW career advancement, and increase respect for CHWs from the medical community. Certification can also create barriers to entering the profession by introducing additional educational requirements and exclusionary background check processes as well as erecting hurdles to gaining admission to and paying for training programs. These barriers may exclude CHWs who are otherwise ideal candidates due to their lived experience of incarceration.

B. State Restrictions on Hiring Healthcare Workers with Conviction Histories

State laws impose a range of employment restrictions on individuals with convictions who seek employment in healthcare. These laws vary depending on healthcare setting, type of employer, the specific role or job involved, and the type and severity of an applicant’s conviction(s), among other things. These laws differ tremendously across states and can be difficult to track. Note that federal law also prevents certain individuals with convictions from participating in federally funded programs such as Medicaid.

To illustrate a category of restrictions potentially affecting CHWs, the examples below describe state laws that prohibit healthcare facilities from hiring persons with specified convictions for patient care positions.

Example: Wisconsin
Wisconsin’s “Caregiver Law” prohibits healthcare facilities from employing in direct client contact positions people who have been convicted of a “serious crime” (defined to include battery and homicide, among others) unless they have demonstrated proof of rehabilitation. Although the law does not prohibit healthcare facilities from hiring individuals with non-serious convictions (e.g., drug, traffic, or theft infractions), it nevertheless requires the facilities to conduct background checks on all caregivers and allows them to deny employment to a caregiver who has been convicted of any crime the facility deems “substantially related to the care of a client.” Thus, the law gives healthcare facilities broad latitude to exclude qualified applicants. Moreover, the process places the burden on applicants to challenge discriminatory exclusions, which can be difficult and time-consuming to prove, and may deter applicants from even applying.

Example: Minnesota
Minnesota’s human services background study law prevents a wide swath of candidates with incarceration histories from working in positions involving direct client contact at specified facilitieslicensed by the Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) or Department of Health (MDH). Direct client contact includes providing face-to-face care or consultation to clients, meaning that CHW services could be encompassed within the definition. The broad range of licensed health and human service facilities which are subject to the law includes potential CHW employers such as hospitals. Thus, many prospective CHWs are likely subject to the law’s employment prohibitions.

In particular, the Minnesota law bars covered facilities from hiring individuals to work in direct client contact positions if they have been convicted of a broad range of crimes, including murder, solicitation for prostitution, or first-degree arson, regardless of how much time has elapsed since the discharge of their sentence. Individuals with convictions such as fraud, theft,
burglary, forgery, or felony-level convictions involving alcohol or drug use are disqualified for ten to fifteen years. Additional crimes are subject to a seven-year hiring ban. People with disqualifying convictions may request a reconsideration or variance regarding their disqualification. The relevant agency commissioner can set aside a disqualification if the applicant provides “sufficient information to demonstrate that the individual does not pose a risk of harm to any person served by the applicant.” Alternatively, if the commissioner does not set aside an applicant’s disqualification, the commissioner may instead grant a variance specifying conditions under which the applicant may provide direct care services.

**Summary:** State laws exclude wide ranges of applicants from being employed as healthcare workers even though in the role of CHW, it is someone’s lived experience of incarceration and reentry that renders them uniquely qualified to care for patients returning from incarceration. While laws that allow for individualized, case-by-case assessment of applicants are preferable to blanket, categorical restrictions, applicants of color remain at a particular disadvantage due to inequitable application and enforcement of criminal laws. Furthermore, these laws fail to account for the fact that a history of incarceration does not equate to an accurate and current representation of someone’s character or potential to make a positive impact in their community.

---

**The role of federal law**

Health care and other professions are primarily regulated at the state rather than federal level. Nevertheless, federal law influences CHW employment as well, including through funding programs (see, e.g., Medicaid Section 1115 waivers, discussed further below) as well as through federal employment protections. With respect to employment, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that states may not exclude individuals from professions “in a manner or for reasons that contravene the Due Process or Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.” Furthermore, Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination based on factors such as race and ethnicity.

Title VII does not prohibit employment discrimination based on criminal history. Nevertheless, the disproportionate rates at which people of color are arrested and incarcerated in the U.S. substantially increases the likelihood that people of color will have criminal records. Accordingly, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) 2012 Enforcement Guidance on the Consideration of Arrest and Conviction Records in Employment Decisions clarifies the limited Title VII protections for applicants with criminal records. First, employers are prohibited from treating applicants with similar conviction records differently due to race and ethnicity. Second, if a hiring practice that excludes applicants with certain criminal histories disproportionately disadvantages applicants in specific racial or ethnic groups, the exclusion must be “job-related and consistent with business necessity.”

For an employer to exclude an applicant and be in compliance with Title VII, it must consider the nature and gravity of the crime, the time elapsed since the crime was committed, and the
nature of the position applied for. Additionally, while the EEOC does not require individualized assessments of each excluded applicant, employers are more likely to be in compliance with Title VII if they offer excluded applicants individualized assessments, including an opportunity for an applicant to show why an exclusion does not properly apply to their situation. While case-by-case consideration of individual applicants is preferable to blanket exclusions, deeply engrained systemic racism and implicit bias still render Title VII protections a weak match to the significant barriers that applicants who have been incarcerated face in seeking employment, especially applicants of color.

V. Opportunities to promote employment of CHWs with Conviction Histories

Several legal strategies have been implemented or proposed to facilitate employment of people with conviction histories, including financial incentive programs, state rehabilitation certificates, and Ban the Box laws. However, some of these strategies may have unintended consequences that ultimately hinder employment for certain individuals, such as CHWs who have serious convictions or have more recently returned from incarceration. As a result, these “solutions” may exclude the individuals who are best suited to serve as CHWs—those with the lived experience needed to assist individuals who are navigating reentry following long periods of incarceration and plagued by challenging criminal records. This section first describes financial incentive programs designed to promote employment of people with conviction histories. It then explains rehabilitation certificates and Ban the Box laws and explores their potential impact on prospective CHWs who have lived experience of incarceration.

A. Incentivizing Employment of People with Conviction Histories

Federal, state, and local governments have recognized the importance of integrating individuals who have been incarcerated into the workforce. To facilitate the reentry process and increase employment rates of people who have been impacted by the criminal legal system, some governments have created financial incentive programs for employers who hire applicants with conviction histories, including a federal bonding program and federal, state, and local tax breaks.

**Federal Bonding Program:** While job seekers with incarceration histories face barriers to being hired, employers who wish to hire them can face barriers, too. Many insurance companies designate people with convictions as “not bondable,” preventing employers from obtaining insurance for these employees. This designation is based on erroneous, biased beliefs that all individuals who have been impacted by the criminal legal system are untrustworthy employees. The Federal Bonding Program (FBF) was created to give employers 100% bond insurance coverage, at no cost, to incentivize employment of individuals who are otherwise not bondable. Through the FBP, over 56,500 job placements have been made since 1966.
Tax Breaks: The federal Work Opportunity Tax Credit incentivizes employers to hire individuals who have been incarcerated by reducing federal income tax liability by up to $2,400 per eligible employee. Likewise, some states offer tax credits to employers who hire individuals who have been incarcerated. Cities may also implement incentive programs, such as the city of Philadelphia’s Fair Chance Hiring Initiative, which reimburses employers who hire applicants with incarceration histories for a portion of their wages.

B. Rehabilitation Certificates and Waivers

Nearly every U.S. state has a process in place through which a person’s criminal record may be pardoned, expunged, or sealed. These processes can make it easier for a person with a conviction history to find employment, but they can be costly to pursue and difficult to obtain. As such, these methods are often not viable for prospective CHWs with the lived experience of incarceration to pursue.

Several states offer more limited relief through mechanisms such as judicial certificates of relief (also known as rehabilitation certificates) or waivers specific to healthcare hiring prohibitions. Rehabilitation certificates, which were available in twelve states as of September 2020, do not remove information from an applicant's criminal legal history, but are intended to give employers confidence in an applicant's character or remove barriers to occupational certification. Likewise, waivers specific to healthcare settings generally allow employers to exercise discretion in instances where they would otherwise be prohibited from hiring someone due to their criminal record.

The impact of these mechanisms is blunted by several factors. For one, people with serious convictions may be ineligible for these processes, and the path to obtaining this limited relief can be long, confusing, and burdensome. Additionally, the efficacy of rehabilitation certificates is uncertain. At least one study has found that individuals with certificates of rehabilitation were more likely to get job interviews than those without such certificates. However, some activists argue that because these certificates do not prevent employers from seeing an applicant’s criminal legal system history or from making an employment decision based on that history, they are an inadequate solution to integrate people with conviction histories into the workplace.

The following examples illustrate two states’ approaches to facilitating employment of individuals with conviction histories through rehabilitation certificates/waivers.

Example: California

California offers a certificate of rehabilitation to individuals with eligible offenses who have resided in California for at least five years following the individual’s release from incarceration, parole, probation, or supervision, and have been rehabilitated for an additional two to five years post-conviction as determined by the severity of their conviction. (Applying for a rehabilitation certificate is also the first step towards applying for a governor’s pardon.) The certificate provides legal documentation that a person is deemed “rehabilitated,” potentially increasing the individual’s employability, removing barriers to obtaining state professional licenses, and, if the conviction was related to a sexual offense, relieving some sex offenders of their duty to register.

To obtain a certificate of rehabilitation, a petitioner must demonstrate to a court that they “live an
honest and upright life,” conduct themselves “with sobriety and industry,” possess “good moral character,” and “conform to and obey the laws of the land.”

Courts look at various factors to determine whether or not a certificate of rehabilitation should be granted, such as employment and education history, volunteer work, letters providing the reasons a petitioner seeks the certificate, the petitioner’s criminal and prison record, and family and community ties. This creates a paradoxical situation where it is extremely difficult to receive a certificate of rehabilitation without first obtaining employment, but it may be difficult or impossible to obtain employment in one’s chosen field without a certificate of rehabilitation. Additionally, the invasive certificate of rehabilitation application process is similar to the parole process that occurs prior to an individual’s release from a long period of incarceration. After releasing from incarceration and reintegrating into their family and community, it can be traumatic for an individual to have to reengage with the criminal legal system and once again be at its mercy.

Example: Illinois

Illinois offers a certificate of good conduct to relieve people with eligible convictions from bars to employment or occupational licensing. To obtain a certificate, a person must demonstrate that they have been a “law-abiding citizen” and are “fully rehabilitated.” The applicant must demonstrate at least one year of “good conduct” if they were convicted of a misdemeanor and at least two years of “good conduct” if they were convicted of a felony. People that have been convicted of arson, kidnapping, aggravated driving under the influence, and aggravated domestic battery, among other offenses, are not eligible for a certificate of good conduct. The law promotes hiring of certificate recipients by providing civil and criminal liability protections for employers who hire them.

Illinois also offers a healthcare worker waiver for people with convictions that would otherwise bar them from working specifically in healthcare, such as individuals excluded by the Illinois Healthcare Worker Background Check Act. The waiver can be obtained after a waiting period determined by the number and severity of an applicant’s convictions.

Summary: Certificates of relief and rehabilitation can provide some limited benefits to those who are able to successfully obtain them, but the application and review process is often lengthy and rigorous, placing them out of reach for many. Even when an individual is able to obtain a certificate, many employers do not understand the certificate’s nuances and meaning, leaving applicants in the disadvantageous position of needing to educate a potential employer about the limited relief they provide. Furthermore, in circumstances where employers are aware of these certificates, they might expect all applicants with criminal records to have them and penalize applicants who do not.

C. Ban the Box Policies

Ban the Box policies typically require employers to remove questions about an applicant’s criminal history from job applications and delay background checks until the end of the hiring process. Ban the Box laws and policies have been implemented at the federal, state, and local levels to reduce the barriers that individuals who have been incarcerated face in securing employment. The laws do not prohibit employers from using background checks to inform their
hiring decisions, but rather delay inquiries into criminal legal system history until later in the application process.\(^{112}\)

The federal government endorsed Ban the Box policies through the Fair Chance to Compete for Jobs Act of 2019, which requires most federal agencies and contractors to conditionally offer a job to an applicant before requesting information about an applicant’s criminal record.\(^{113}\) According to the National Employment Law Project, as of 2021, 37 states had adopted Ban the Box laws or policies for public-sector employment and 15 states had extended the laws to private-sector employment.\(^{114}\)

While Ban the Box laws make it illegal for an employer to ask about an applicant’s criminal history during the initial application process, employers seeking to hire individuals who have been incarcerated can still prioritize this experience in their hiring process by emphasizing that lived experience of incarceration is recommended for a role, such as for CHW positions tailored to supporting those who are transitioning from incarceration. The employer might then emphasize during the interview process that the role was crafted with this lived experience in mind without asking about an applicant’s conviction record.

### Summary

For the most part, Ban the Box laws are beneficial to prospective employees with incarceration histories. For organizations that base their models around hiring individuals with lived experience of incarceration, Ban the Box policies may complicate the hiring process, though there are ways that employers can make clear that the role is designed for those with lived experiences of incarceration.

### Best Practices for Employers

In many cases, employing individuals who have been incarcerated is not risky as is commonly perceived, especially when done thoughtfully. The likelihood of recidivism declines significantly over time, and research shows that a person who has not been involved with the criminal legal system for several years is no more likely to become involved in criminal activity than the general population.\(^{115}\) Equitable employment practices strengthen a workforce, and studies indicate that employees with conviction records exhibit:

- Increased productivity,\(^ {116}\)
- Higher retention,\(^ {117}\)
- Faster rates of promotion,\(^ {118}\)
- No increase in likelihood of termination due to poor performance or misconduct.\(^ {119}\)

Johns Hopkins Hospital and Health System, the second-largest employer in Maryland, has been a leader in hiring individuals impacted by the criminal legal system. The Hopkins hiring model includes several key elements, including: not asking about conviction history during the initial application and interview process; conducting a background check only after a conditional offer is made; evaluating a candidate’s background in light of specifically relevant factors (e.g., expected job duties, nature and timing of convictions, and whether the applicant disclosed the information); maintaining confidentiality of the background file unless necessary to disclose; and providing a coach to support the new hire.\(^ {120}\)
When developing hiring processes, employers should be informed by these steps. Additionally, they should consider information about an applicant’s conviction history in the context of systemic racism and a flawed criminal legal system, as well as be open to considering how an applicant’s experience of incarceration and reentry could be an asset to their work and workforce.

VI. Policy Recommendations

Law and policy changes can help facilitate employment of CHWs with lived experience of incarceration. The viability of these strategies in a given jurisdiction will depend heavily on state and local political contexts. Avenues for consideration are set forth below.

**Prioritize lived experience and expertise when developing CHW certification programs:** Certification programs should be crafted with the goal of creating more opportunities for individuals with the lived experience of incarceration to be hired as CHWs and creating sustainable funding streams for these positions. In designing certification programs and processes, certification boards should rely heavily on the wisdom of CHWs to ensure that barriers are being eliminated and not unintentionally created. CHWs are the experts on their work and the communities they serve. It is essential that policymakers learn from CHWs’ experiences, perspectives, and expertise when developing CHW certification programs to ensure programs are responsive to community needs and reflective of the skills that CHWs utilize to support their clients.

**Use Medicaid funds to increase opportunities for individuals who have been incarcerated to work as CHWs:** Government funds can and should be used to create healthcare jobs for individuals who have been incarcerated. With new guidance on Medicaid Section 1115 waivers (see text box on page 16) that supports in-reach and enhanced case management services for people returning from incarceration, State Medicaid agencies should fund and mandate or incentivize the hiring of CHWs with lived experience of incarceration to provide these services.

**Increase incentives for employers to hire individuals with incarceration histories:** At the local, state, and federal levels, governments can incentivize employment of individuals with criminal histories by expanding existing tax reduction programs and introducing new ones. With current labor shortages—especially in healthcare—incentives could help to close workforce gaps and provide additional opportunities to historically-excluded applicants. Employers receiving incentives should also receive training on stigma, discrimination, and best practices, as well as funding to create professional development opportunities. This would ensure that workplace cultures are positive environments for individuals who have been affected by the criminal legal system, not only to gain employment but also to thrive as professionals in their field.

**Issue guidance on Ban the Box policies for employers:** To support employers who are seeking to hire individuals who have criminal records, the federal government, through the EEOC, should issue guidance on hiring practices that are both compliant with Ban the Box policies and allow employers to prioritize hiring individuals with the lived experience of incarceration.
Eliminate or greatly simplify the process to receive certificates of rehabilitation: Currently, our criminal legal system is built primarily for punishment and deterrence and is not seen as primarily rehabilitative for incarcerated persons. While a system built to rehabilitate rather than punish would have wide-reaching benefits for society, until this perspective is ingrained in law and society, states should take steps to ensure that rehabilitation certificates and waivers are easily accessible for persons with incarceration histories and are not overly complicated. States should eliminate restrictions preventing persons with certain convictions from seeking certificates of rehabilitation, allowing instead for individual assessment of applicants. Additionally, states should provide guidance and training to employers about how to use certificates of rehabilitation so that applicants who have them do not have to educate employers on their meaning and applicants who do not have them are not penalized.

Eliminate state restrictions on hiring healthcare workers with criminal records: States should eliminate categorical bans excluding people with criminal legal system histories from working in healthcare; instead, they should leave hiring up to individual employers and health systems. Additionally, states should issue guidance to support employers in equitably assessing applicants on a case-by-case basis.

Medicaid Section 1115 Waiver – An Opportunity to Expand Access to Care and Employment

- Section 1115 of the Social Security Act allows states to demonstrate and test new or altered Medicaid programs that federal law would otherwise not allow.  
- The Medicaid Inmate Exclusion Policy prohibits Medicaid funds from being used for healthcare services for people while they are incarcerated, impeding access to continuous medical care and contributing to gaps in care during the reentry period.  
- To circumvent these barriers, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recently issued guidance for a “Reentry Section 1115 Demonstration Opportunity” to allow state Medicaid funds to be used for targeted health services, transitional planning, case management, and reentry support for 30 days prior to an individual’s release from incarceration.

VII. Conclusion

People returning from incarceration have unique and heightened health needs that traditional health systems fail to meet. These needs can be addressed by CHWs who have lived experiences of incarceration, intimately understand the needs of individuals returning from incarceration, and can build trusting relationships with patients through their shared lived experiences. CHWs with incarceration histories serve as a bridge to care for a complex patient population, addressing social needs by effectively engaging returning community members in healthcare and social support services. Unfortunately, individuals who have been incarcerated face numerous barriers to becoming CHWs, with state laws creating roadblocks that make employment as a CHW difficult, if not impossible, in a time where major healthcare worker shortages already exist.
It is well past time for policymakers and health systems to lower the barriers that prevent individuals with incarceration histories from working as CHWs. Opening the CHW profession to individuals uniquely qualified to address the unmet needs of returning community members would improve health outcomes for the individuals served while simultaneously advancing the health and economic needs of communities disproportionately harmed by mass incarceration and addressing our nation’s persistent healthcare worker shortage.
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